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after rehabilitation. Data analysis was performed for a cross-
sectional and longitudinal study of the outcomes for the dif-
ferent treatment groups. Each group demonstrated im-
provement after auditory rehabilitation or training on short- 
and long-term memory tasks, level of depression and 
cognitive status scores. Auditory rehabilitation by cochlear 
implants or hearing aids is effective also among older adults 
(median age of 74 years) with different degrees of hearing 
loss, and enables positive improvements in terms of social 
isolation, depression and cognitive performance.
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  Introduction 

 The world’s population is continuously expanding and 
is expected to reach 9 billion by 2045 and, concurrently, 
the population’s age distribution shows a constant growth 
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 Abstract 

 A growing interest in cognitive effects associated with 
speech and hearing processes is spreading throughout the 
scientific community essentially guided by evidence that 
central and peripheral hearing loss is associated with cogni-
tive decline. For the present research, 125 participants older 
than 65 years of age (105 with hearing impairment and 20 
with normal hearing) were enrolled, divided into 6 groups 
according to their degree of hearing loss and assessed to de-
termine the effects of the treatment applied. Patients in our 
research program routinely undergo an extensive audiolog-
ical and cognitive evaluation protocol providing results from 
the Digit Span test, Stroop color-word test, Montreal Cogni-
tive Assessment and Geriatric Depression Scale, before and 
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in the proportion of people over 65 years of age [Van Ba-
vel, 2013]. With increasing age, the prevalence of both 
hearing loss and dementia increases, exceeding 10% of 
individuals beyond the age of 65 years. Clearly, the epide-
miological data on hearing-impaired people and patients 
with cognitive decline are a cause for global and econom-
ic concern [Prince et al., 2013].

  The continuously expanding clinical indications for 
the most advanced auditory-function treatment op-
tions, including digital hearing aids (HAs) and cochlear 
implants (CIs), have led to increased expectations for 
their potential positive effects also on cognitive func-
tions and mood disorders among older adults [Francis 
et al., 2015; Mosnier et al., 2015; Poissant et al., 2008; 
Shin et al., 2007]. Several studies have confirmed the 
correlation between hearing loss and cognitive decline 
[Lin, 2011; Lin et al., 2011a, b, 2013, 2014], and it has 
become increasingly evident that even very old people 
can benefit from procedures, such as cochlear implanta-
tion, that previously were recommended mainly for 
younger hearing-impaired patients [Castiglione et al., 
2015; Ciorba et al., 2012]. Growing interest has been 
spreading in the scientific community for the potential 
to influence cognitive function, focusing on the possible 
role of auditory rehabilitation through digital devices in 
counteracting dementia [Fattahi et al., 2015; Martini et 
al., 2014; Mosnier et al., 2015]. The restoration of sen-
sory functions among hearing-impaired older adults 
may allow for significant positive effects in their cogni-
tive status. Auditory rehabilitation can enhance and re-
store the auditory perceptual skills that are essential for 
spoken language and, as a consequence, it is theorized 
that it may also help to ameliorate the central manage-
ment of other cognitive resources associated with speech 
and hearing processes. Despite the fact that there is a 
paucity in conclusive evidence available to further de-
fine such theories, several studies have speculated on the 
potential effects of auditory training on cognitive func-
tions, essentially based on the findings that central and 
peripheral hearing loss is correlated with cognitive de-
cline [Lin et al., 2013, 2014].

  Considering that auditory rehabilitation as a means of 
providing adequate auditory input can help to reduce the 
cognitive ‘load’ caused by hearing loss and, as a conse-
quence, has the potential to reduce the associated physical 
and psychosocial consequences, the aim of our study was 
to investigate the effects of restoring hearing ability 
through CIs and HAs on depression and cognitive func-
tions among older adults affected by varying degrees of 
sensorineural hearing loss. 

  Methods 

 Study Design 
 Via a hospital case file review, hearing-impaired patients of 

more than 65 years of age, affected with mild to profound hearing 
loss examined between July 2012 and April 2015, were enrolled in 
the present study at the ENT Unit, Department of Neurosciences, 
University Hospital of Padua. Formal, written, informed patient 
consent was obtained prior to their participation in the study.
Data from repeated, longitudinal assessments for intrasubject and 
cross-sectional intersubject data were gathered and analyzed ac-
cordingly. 

  Subjects 
 Of the 125 subjects enrolled in the present research, 105 were 

hearing-impaired patients and 20 were normal-hearing controls. 
Due to the varying degrees of hearing loss and the associated audi-
tory rehabilitation needs, the participants were divided into 6 
groups according to the hearing device configuration (bilateral or 
unilateral), device (HA, CI or none) and degree of hearing loss ( ta-
ble 1 ). Group A consisted of patients with bilateral hearing loss who 
were candidates for hearing rehabilitation with bilateral HAs (first-
time users). Group B was composed of patients with bilateral hear-
ing loss who were active users of HAs (bilateral, behind-the-ear 
HAs) and had at least 6 months of auditory training. Group C were 
patients who wore a unilateral HA and had training within the last 
2 years with digital device(s). Group D represented patients who 
were eligible audiologically for auditory rehabilitation with HAs 
but were without a HA and had never received auditory training 
(were nonusers for personal reasons, i.e. underestimated the im-
pact of their own hearing deficit). Group E consisted of individuals 
with profound sensorineural hearing loss who were successful can-
didates for cochlear implantation with 1 year of CI experience. 
Group F were control subjects with normal hearing, without addi-
tional health complications and within the same age range.

  Evaluations 
 Routine audiological evaluations including pure-tone and 

speech audiometry were performed with all patients. Select cases 
were further screened for cognitive decline and depression through 
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) [Nasreddine et al., 
2005] and the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [Sheikh and Ye-
savage, 1986], and assessment of short-term memory and execu-
tive function were assessed via the Digit Span test (DST) [Leung et 
al., 2011] and the Stroop color-word test (Stroop test) [Stroop, 
1935], respectively. Evaluation schedules and materials were tai-
lored for the individual according to their hearing loss and hearing 
treatment program and were included for comparison in cross-
sectional and/or longitudinal study analysis ( table 1 ). Assessments 
were carried out in the clinic for each subject by an experienced 
specialist clinical team.

  Materials 
 The DST is a short-term memory task where the patient’s 

memory is measured by the longest list of numbers they can repeat 
in correct order immediately after presentation [Leung et al., 2011; 
Muangpaisan et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2012; Sung et al., 2012]. 
The Stroop test is a measure of reaction time and investigates ex-
ecutive function and selective attention [Mackin et al., 2010; Seo et 
al., 2008; Rivera et al., 2015]. The Stroop test consists of words with 
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different colors that do not match the names of the words (i.e. 3 
pages, each with 100 items randomly organized into 5 columns).

  The MoCA is a cognitive function screening test of various cog-
nitive domains and was included as it has been shown to have 90% 
sensitivity and 87% specificity that enables identification of 90% of 
cases with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and 100% of patients 
with mild Alzheimer disease. A score of 26/30 and higher on the 
MoCA is considered normal, and results are corrected with coef-
ficients for different levels of education [Nasreddine et al., 2005]. 
The GDS as a measure of depression was included as it is observed 
to have a 92% sensitivity and an 89% specificity when evaluated 
against diagnostic criteria. The validity and reliability of the tool 
have been supported through findings in both clinical and research 
practice [Lesher and Berryhill, 1994]. Scores on the GDS range be-
tween 0 and 30 with 0–9 as ‘normal’, 10–19 as ‘mildly depressed’ 
and 20–30 as ‘severely depressed’ [Lesher and Berryhill, 1994]. 

  Administration of cognitive tests was performed under super-
vision of the same trained professional. The sequence of testing 
across subjects was randomized to prevent an order effect. The test 
setting was kept constant across patients throughout the clinical 
assessments to reduce systematic errors and to permit comparison 
of study outcomes, longitudinally and cross-sectionally.

  Longitudinal, repeated assessments were performed as de-
scribed in  table 1  for groups A, B and E. In summary: newly fitted 
bilateral HA users, group A, were tested prior to and following 1 
month of auditory training with bilateral behind-the-ear digital 
HAs on the DST to assess short-term memory. Current/experi-
enced bilateral HA users, group B, were tested acutely in a single 
session on the DST and the Stroop test in both aided and unaided 

conditions to test short-term memory and executive function. The 
CI users, group E, were assessed before implantation and 1 year 
after implantation on the MoCA and GDS to assess cognitive func-
tion in various domains and the level of depression. In addition, 
cross-sectional analysis was performed through assessment and 
comparison of test results for the normal-hearing controls, with 
group F, long-term unilateral HA users, group C (i.e. trained uni-
lateral HA users), and for hearing-impaired patients receiving no 
auditory training or device fitting, group D (untrained patients).

  Statistical Analysis 
 The test results from longitudinal and cross-sectional assess-

ments were analyzed with two-tailed Student’s t test for paired and 
unpaired data and linear regression analysis for correlations 
among variables such as age, cognitive function, hearing loss and 
outcomes after auditory rehabilitation. ANCOVA was used to 
compare regression lines, when appropriate. Statistical difference 
results from longitudinal and cross-sectional data comparisons 
were considered significant at p value <0.05.

  Results 

 The study cohort and subgroup characteristics are pre-
sented in  table 1  for the stratified treatment groups sum-
marizing age, gender, rehabilitation applied and tests 
used across the 5 treatment groups for hearing-impaired 

 Table 1.  Stratification of elderly patient cohort to groups A–E according to the degree of hearing loss and auditory rehabilitation received 
(n = 125)

Group n Age, years Male/
female

 Data collection intervals 

reha bilitation follow-up/testing

A 30 >65 (range 70 – 80; 
median 74) 

15/15 1-month bilateral HA users (moderate to 
severe hearing loss)

Before fitting and after 1 month/
DST, with and without HA

B 30 >65 (range 70 – 80; 
median 74)

21/9 Experienced bilateral HA users >6 months 
(moderate to severe hearing loss)

Same session/DST and Stroop test, 
with and without HA

C 15 >65 (range 65 – 89;
median 76)

10/5 Experienced unilateral HA users, >1 to 2 
years (moderate to severe hearing loss)

Cross-sectional/MoCA, GDS 

D 15 >65 (range 67 – 85; 
median 75)

9/6 No treatment (mild to moderate hearing 
loss)

Cross-sectional/MoCA, GDS

E 15 >65 (range 65 – 75; 
median 71)

8/7 CI users, >1 year (profound hearing loss) Before and 1 year after 
implantation/MoCA, GDS

F (control
group)

20 >65 (range 65 – 80; 
median 70)

9/11 Normal hearing MoCA, GDS

Total 125 >65 (range 65 – 89; 
median 74)

72/53 Mild to profound sensorineural hearing 
loss (with or without HA or CI)

1 month to 1 year/MoCA, GDS, 
DST, Stroop color-word test and 
audiological assessment

 n = Number of subjects; DST = Digit Span test; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale.
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elderly patients (groups A–E) and the normal-hearing 
control group (group F).

  As anticipated, generally, the clinical treatment ap-
plied, including the type of device provided and hearing 
rehabilitation applied was considered audiologically ap-
propriate for the degree and hearing loss configuration 

and their individual hearing needs for all subjects. The 
patient groups are described in detail in table 1. 

  Group A revealed a significant improvement for the 
DST (short-term memory test) after 1 month of auditory 
training with bilateral HAs compared to before auditory 
rehabilitation ( fig. 1 ). When tested in the same session, 
group B, the long-term bilateral HA users, also demon-
strated a significant improvement on the DST when com-
paring aided and unaided conditions (not illustrated). 
Assessment of executive function via the Stroop test for 
group B revealed no statistically significant difference 
( fig. 2 ); however, a trend for better performance with HAs 
was observed indicating a potential for a reduced number 
of errors in the aided condition as well as slightly shorter 
response times relative to the unaided condition.

  Among patients who underwent cochlear implanta-
tion (group E), the auditory rehabilitation resulted in a 
positive effect on cognitive performance and reduction in 
the level of depression after 1 year of implant experience 
showing a significant effect with p < 0.01 ( fig. 3 ). Exami-
nation of their patient records confirmed surgeries were 
uneventful and there were no reports of postsurgery com-
plications for all subjects. Audiologically, on routine clin-
ical measures, implanted group E subjects demonstrated 
significant improvements in speech recognition tasks and 
aided thresholds, which has been reported in detail in a 
previous publication [Castiglione et al., 2015]. As shown 
in  figure 4 , linear regression analysis of the results for the 
implanted group E confirms a mild negative correlation 
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  Fig. 1.  DST for group A, before and after short-term bilateral HA 
use (1 month). A significant improvement after auditory rehabili-
tation is observed (p < 0.05). 

  Fig. 2.  Stroop test for long-term bilateral HA users, group B, in 
aided and unaided listening conditions measured in the same ses-
sion. Scatterplots display results with HA (solid circle) and without 
HA (open circle) showing the correlation for response time versus 
errors (R 2  = 0.019). Regression lines are shown for each listening 
condition. No statistically significant difference between the lis-
tening conditions is observed. 

  Fig. 3.  GDS and MoCA test scores for the implanted patients in 
group E, before and 1 year after implantation. A statistically sig-
nificant improvement is observed for each measure after implanta-
tion (p < 0.01).    
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between age at implant and cognitive function, and also 
between assessments of cognitive function and depres-
sion with better outcomes on the GDS shown in patients 
with higher scores on the MoCA. No significant gender 
effect upon outcomes was observed.

  As shown in  figure 5 , significantly better group out-
comes are observed for cognitive function and depression 
for long-term unilateral HA users in group C, and for the 
normal-hearing control group F compared to group D 
who received no treatment, displaying abnormal cogni-
tive function and borderline depression. Comparing 
postimplantation scores for group E with those displayed 
for normal-hearing listeners in group F and for long-term 
unilateral HA users in group C suggests no significant dif-
ferences for outcomes between the groups on the MoCA 
or GDS. 

  Discussion 

 The effectiveness of cochlear implantation as a treat-
ment for the hearing-impaired elderly, as demonstrated 
by improved hearing thresholds and speech understand-
ing, has been widely established by several published 
studies [Bovo et al., 2011a; Chung et al., 2012; Ciorba et 
al., 2012; Martini et al., 2013]. The data from our study 
indicates the positive effects of providing effective audi-
tory input with HAs or CIs combined with auditory train-
ing beyond hearing function alone. 

  We demonstrate a positive effect of auditory input 
upon short-term memory for both groups of short-term 
and long-term bilateral HA users via improved scores on 
the DST in the aided listening compared to the unaided 
listening condition. The effect of auditory input versus no 
auditory input for executive function as demonstrated via 
the Stroop test in the same session for group B, while not 
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showing a significant difference between the conditions 
suggests a trend for superior performance in the aided 
condition and a slightly shorter response time compared 
to the unaided condition. Nonetheless, subjects were ob-
served to spend more time correcting themselves during 
the test in the aided condition while aiming to reduce the 
number of errors. Interestingly, the ANCOVA showed a 
significant difference at the interception of the y-axis in 
errors and revealed a mild positive correlation with better 
performance in the aided condition overall.

  The level of depression screened by the use of the GDS, 
both prior to implant treatment and readministered after 
implantation, for group E confirmed a significant positive 
impact of implant treatment upon the level of depression. 
The MoCA, used as a screening test of cognitive function, 
is suitable to identify the presence of an MCI before and 
after treatment of auditory impairment in elderly sub-
jects. As demonstrated by our results, cognitive function 
improved following implant treatment for subjects in 
group E compared to their preimplantation status. Fur-
thermore, at the postimplantation interval, CI recipients 
performed similarly to subjects with an asymmetrical 
hearing loss using a unilateral HA, group C, and to sub-
jects with normal hearing, group F. 

  A further examination of pre- and postauditory treat-
ment effects for groups C and E via the MoCA was under-
taken and compared to that reported in the literature for 

elderly subjects with normal cognitive function, MCI and 
Alzheimer disease [Nasreddine et al., 2005]. In order to 
evaluate the contribution of single tasks or items consti-
tuting the MoCA, scores are divided into the 7 cognitive 
subtasks. As shown in  table 2 , before treatment, generally 
speaking, performance is more similar to that reported for 
those with MCI, and after treatment performance ap-
proaches that reported for individuals with normal cogni-
tive function. Surprisingly, the improvements for our 
treatment groups might not directly be derived exclusive-
ly from the restoration of their auditory function. The 
analysis of the subtasks of the MoCA test showed that the 
greatest increment after auditory treatment and training 
was observed for long-term memory (average 1.07), fol-
lowed by tasks assessing visuospatial and logical executive 
skills (average 0.57). Thus, the most significant contribu-
tion to the improvement in MoCA scores following audi-
tory treatment is from the positive impact upon long-term 
memory skills. Notably the average pretreatment scores 
for long-term memory are comparable to those with MCI 
reported in the literature [Nasreddine et al., 2005].

  As demonstrated for our CI recipients, following long-
term use, cognitive function showed a mild positive cor-
relation with routinely measured audiological outcomes 
for pure-tone and speech audiometry. Conversely, GDS 
scores were negatively correlated with audiometric out-
comes, even though it is difficult to assess and to evaluate 

 Table 2.  Average scores obtained at pre- and posttreatment intervals 
for the cognitive subtask of the MoCA for study groups C and E

Items/skills MCI AD Normal HI-
pre

HI-
post

Diff. 
(post/pre)

Visuospatial/
executive 3.18 2.08 4.23 3.35 3.91 0.57
Naming 2.64 2.19 2.88 2.70 2.80 0.10
Attention 5.41 3.98 5.68 5.27 5.27 0.00
Language 2.2 1.69 2.7 2.43 2.68 0.25
Abstraction 1.43 0.99 1.83 1.40 1.55 0.15
Memory 1.17 0.52 3.73 1.45 2.51 1.07
Orientation 5.52 3.92 5.99 5.75 5.95 0.21

 Scores combined at HI-pre and HI-post treatment intervals. 
Average data sets for MCI, Alzheimer disease (AD) and normal 
elderly groups were reported for elderly individuals by Nasreddine 
et al. [2005]. HI-pre = Hearing-impaired patients before or with-
out auditory rehabilitation; HI-post = hearing-impaired patients 
with or after auditory rehabilitation; diff. (post/pre) = difference in 
scores per subsection comparing scores before device use or with-
out auditory rehabilitation to those after device use or with audi-
tory training.

Group C

MoCA: 23.71

GDS: 8.71

MoCA: 19.89

GDS: 10.89

MoCA: 25.78

GDS: 7.89

Group D Group F

  Fig. 5.  Average MoCA and GDS scores for 3 groups of patients: 
group C = long-term unilateral HA users with moderate to severe 
hearing loss; group D = untreated hearing-impaired elderly with 
mild to moderate hearing loss; group F = normal-hearing controls. 
Statistically significant differences for group scores are noted be-
tween group C and group D (p < 0.05), and between group F and 
group D (p < 0.05). No difference is observed between scores for 
groups C and F.           
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the real effect of mood disorders among hearing-im-
paired patients.

  Review of the literature led to 6 possible explanations 
that may further support the findings in our study for el-
derly patients following treatment of their hearing im-
pairment especially for short-term memory, overall cog-
nitive function and depression. These include the follow-
ing: (1) reducing social isolation and improving depression 
symptoms could explain some early effects [Acar et al., 
2011; Boi et al., 2012]; (2) electrical stimuli may allow the 
preservation of the function and 3-dimensional structure 
of the peripheral and central synapses [Kumar and Foster, 
2007; Ryugo et al., 2005; Wong et al., 2009, 2014]; (3) au-
ditory rehabilitation can counteract negative neuroplas-
ticity processes [Lazard et al., 2010, 2011, 2013]; (4) the 
effect of auditory/speech training may positively influ-
ence working memory and learning abilities; (5) im-
provements in self-motivation, self-esteem or self-confi-
dence after rehabilitative procedures occur resulting in a 
positive effect on cognitive skills, and (6) a placebo effect.

  The hearing system should be considered an impor-
tant window for investigations into neurodegenerative 
disorders, and the auditory rehabilitation options cur-
rently available should not be denied to elderly patients 
with cognitive impairment. The finding that short-term 

memory contributes to word identification and correct 
recall is confirmed by our current study [Drewnowski 
and Murdock, 1980; Watkins et al., 1992]. Working mem-
ory has a crucial role in understanding spoken words in 
noisy environments, and as a consequence, assessment of 
long-term memory function could potentially serve as a 
predictive factor for rehabilitative outcomes. 

  Further studies are needed to confirm these prelimi-
nary data; however, the present research suggests that 
early auditory rehabilitation is important even among 
older adults as it can lead to extended benefits beyond 
hearing ability including cognitive function and depres-
sion [Benatti et al., 2013; Bovo et al., 2011a, b; Ciorba et 
al., 2012].
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